SHADOWSAFE

BACKUP AND DISASTER RECOVERY SERVICE

• Complete (100%) copy of your entire computer (or computers)
• Daily backups maintained for at least a full year
• Backup copies stored both on-site and off-site
• Exceeds HIPAA requirements for security and accessibility
• Nothing to purchase (all hardware and software included in your subscription)
• Backups run completely unattended, in background without interruption
• Backups can be restored to an empty/different computer (true disaster recovery!)
• Fully managed backup and disaster recovery solution (with active daily monitoring)
• Currently protecting over 27,000 GB of client information

P. O. Box 71102
Tuscaloosa, AL 35407
Website: http://www.vitalesafe.com
Email: info@vitalesafe.com
Telephone: 205.414.1903
• Servers and Workstations

Daily complete machine backup images

Full backups shipped on external drive

vitalEsafe provided NAS backup server
(complete machine backup images)

Daily backups uploaded over Internet connection

vitalEsafe datacenter
(mirror copies of complete machine backup images for disaster recovery)